
Grifform®
“Barrier Free Overflow Protection“

Grifform® Shower Pans are valued for 
design flexibility, functionality and 
reliability. Created to satisfy the need 
and desire for a clean and sanitary 
showering space.  By using the noted and 
proven material, DuPont™ Corian®, 
Grifform® has developed products 
capitalizing on the virtue of an 
impervious surface.  Stepping forward to 
lead in a creative innovation, the “Barrier 
Free Overflow Protected” shower. Water 
management in the bath area can now 
be controlled.
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How does this product serve the senior living design 
industry and respond to a specific need?
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Having used solid surface material for years an innovative idea was 
formulated by combining ingenuity and practical applications to remedy one 
element of the transmission of these infections, cleaning and disinfecting the 
body in a more sanitary environment, the shower and bath. A plan was 
conceived and the Grifform® Shower Pan was born out of passion for life.  A 
very good material and flexible design became an answer to a greater calling, 
health and wellbeing.  Grifform® focused on products to help combat Health 
Care’s epidemic, infectious disease.  Any surface was the arena and the 
immune deficient patients were the focus.  The Grifform® “Barrier Free” and 
“Trench Drain ” Showers were the Grifform® “Stars” when introduced to the 
Healthcare and Assisted Living Community.  Then came “Overflow 
Protection”.
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“Barrier Free” 
“Shower Pan”
“Overflow Protection”



How does this product contribute to quality of care?
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Limitations because of mobility often can restrict these privacies.  “Barrier 
Free” and “Trench Drain” showers are a means of allowing users this privilege 
adding comfort and relaxation to their living environment. Care providers can 
be apprehensive to leave residence alone during these times for fear of 
unobserved conditions causing personal danger or possible malfunction or 
misuse of facilities.  Waste water and controls can quickly become urgent 
situations. Water management was the number one factor in developing the 
“Overflow Protection” feature within all of the expanding Grifform® Shower 
Pans.  Low sloping floors, minimal barriers, expanded drain area, slip 
resistant surfaces, and now adding “Over Flow Protection” makes Grifform® 
the premiere product.  
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“Barrier Free” Shower Pan
“Overflow Protection”



What is innovative and unique about this product?
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What makes this Grifform Innovation® product unique is the use of superior design and materials in 
combination with the keen ability to recognize the problem and visualize the solution. This new product 
variation is no exception to the growing demand for needed innovations.  Senior Living is clearly an 
expanding economy driven by demand and enhanced by suppliers.  The Grifform® “Overflow Protected” 
Shower Pans are an evolution of years of production and thousands of products produced and delivered on 
American soil. Changing requirements, regulations and knowledge about senior living needs have required 
and demanded these improvements.  One of the most beneficial elements in human behavior within free 
enterprise is competition, it drives Grifform® in advancements.  This new product option provides safe, 
useful and responsible benefits which promotes excellence.  Not only is our “Overflow Protection” a new 
innovation, it is likely the first of any such product.  This makes it like Grifform Innovations®, unique. 



“Barrier Free” Shower Pan
“Overflow Protection”
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Tell us what we don’t see…
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The overflow system is all concealed and confined into the substructure of 
the one piece fully contained unit. When conditions do not allow the floor to 
be recessed Grifform® produces another ADA low-profile ramping entry that 
allows the same “Overflow Protected” drain system and customization. The 
Grifform® plumbing products are built to the demanding standards and 
specification required by CSAB45.5/IAPMO Z124-Plastic Bathtub and Shower 
Units and are certified by Home Innovations Research Labs™, a registered 
inspecting agency.  Not forgetting infectious disease control, one hidden 
value as surprising as the concealed and non-intruding drain is that the 
overflow and trench drain system has been designed to be sanitized by 
housekeeping personnel with only normal sanitizers during routine cleaning 
procedures.  “Distinctive Excellence.”  
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